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Benefits

of Using Comand®
• Improves soil structure and porosity to create a
better root environment
• Improves water holding to provide greater drought
resistance and smarter water utilization
• Increases infiltration and permeability, allowing
nutrients to better percolate into the soil
• Supplies an array of slow-release macro and
micro nutrients to steadily feed your lawn

100% Natural
chemical free
weed free
diverse biology
fully sanitized

• Promotes a more consistent turf color without
excessive top growth

Grass brown and Dry?

• Increases cation-exchange capacity (CEC),
improving your soil’s ability to hold nutrients

Learn more! Visit us online

• Improves wear tolerance, allowing your grass to
easily handle heavy traffic and use

LifeSoils.net

• Replenishes and restores the activity of beneficial
soil microbes
• Encourages natural biological suppression of
diseases and other turf enemies

Bare spots in your lawn?

COMAND is a registered trademark of Harvest Quest.

Watering frequently
but seeing no benefit?

TAKE COMAND OF
YOUR LAWN!

What is Comand®?

COMAND is a specialty top dressing for your lawn.
It is created from a very unique compost product
produced through a proprietary process developed
by Harvest Quest. There is nothing else like it at all.

Why is Comand So Unique?
After curing, COMAND is reinnoculated with
colonies of beneficial microbes specifically
tailored to your local environment. This
helps restore the natural biological
ecosystem in your soil which allows
grass and plants to thrive and grow.

HOW does Comand work?

Turf treated with COMAND quickly becomes
thicker and stronger, and experiences more
rigorous root growth in as quickly as two weeks.
Because COMAND helps maximize turf health, your
lawn will perform much better under stress and
will be able to resist disease, drought and heavy
wear more effectively. The difference is stunning.

is Comand Safe?

Yes! COMAND is a completely natural product that
is always people and pet safe. There are no waiting
periods after application. We encourage you to
Keep On the Grass!

will Comand save water?

By increasing organic matter in your soil,
COMAND can dramatically improve water
retention. You still need to water your
lawn, but frequency and duration may
be reduced as more water is held in the
soil and made available for your grass.

can i apply Comand?

Definitely. For weak areas and bare spots,
we recommend 2-3 treatments per year in
the first year to build up organic matter and
soil health. After that, 1-2 treatments per year
will maintain your soil indefinitely. Just spread
COMAND across your lawn as a topdressing and
water in after application.

Restore the
natural microbial
ecosystem in your
soil and watch
your turf become
greener, thicker
and stronger in
as little as two
weeks!

